Faculty of Education
20th Anniversary

This year, the Faculty of Education celebrates its 20th anniversary, although teacher training at the University goes back to 1917.

Anniversary Dinner

Date: November 27, 2004 (Sat)
Venue: Loke Yew Hall
Time: 6:30pm – 10:30pm

Please send cheque (Payable to: "The University of Hong Kong") with your name on the back:
Name: (Mr/Miss/Mrs/Dr/Prof) (English) (Chinese)
Mailing Address:
Tel: (Office) (Mobile) (Home)
Fax: Email:

I would like to enrol in the HKU Education Alumni Association as Life/Ordinary member.

Registration Deadline: September 30, 2004

For information on other anniversary programmes: Web: www.hku.hk/education Tel: 2241 5461 Email: edu20th@hku.hk
Kan Yuel-wai 何耀威 (MBBS 1963; DSc 1980; HonDSc 1987)

Our congratulations to alumnus Professor Kan Yuel-wai, world-famous haematologist, on having been awarded the Shaw Prize, described by those awarding it as the “Nobel Prize of the East.”

Professor Kan, currently a professor in the Department of Laboratory Medicine at the University of California, San Francisco, has won international recognition for his pioneering role in molecular medicine research. He also maintains close contact with Hong Kong and his alma mater as Chairman of the Croucher Foundation and President of Friends of the University of Hong Kong Ltd respectively.

The Shaw Prize is an international award managed and administered by The Shaw Prize Foundation based in Hong Kong. There are two prizes for Life Sciences and Medicine, and Professor Kan is the joint winner of the first prize for his work on DNA polymorphism and its influence on human genetics. The other half of the prize goes to Stanley N. Cohen of Stanford University and Herbert W. Boyer of the University of California, San Francisco, for their work on DNA cloning and genetic engineering.

For details on Professor Kan and the Shaw Prize: www.hku.hk/alumni/kanyuelwai www.shawprize.org/

1963 – A Good Vintage Year!

Professor Frank C Heng (M BBS 1963), “After 40 years of medical practice, the Medical Class of 1963 has produced some of the most experienced doctors in Hong Kong. Our Class has produced two professors for the Faculty of Medicine of our University, one Professor of Surgery, Professor Frank C Heng and one Professor of Pathology, Professor Fai Ho. There are two past presidents of the Hong Kong Medical Association, namely Dr David Wong and Dr Raymond W u i. Verma classes can contact Dr Simon Wong for the next reunion dinner.

Peter Poon 潘天佑 (BSc 1965)

Dr Poon, Telecommunications and Massion Systems Manager at NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory, was ecstatic about the success of the Mars Exploration Rovers, Spirit and Opportunity. “Both rovers have completed their primary missions successfully, achieved their mission objectives, and are now earning extra credit by continuing the exploration of Mars in an extended mission”, he explained. Etched in his memory was the thrill of the first 3-D picture of Mars from Spirit’s cameras, explaining the results to journalists around the clock, and admiring the beautiful Martian landscape in pictures transmitted from Spirit and Opportunity. He emphasised that the mission success was due to excellent NASA teamwork, and he was grateful for the outstanding education he had received at HKU and the Queen Elizabeth School. He is already busy planning for a new Mars mission to be launched in 2009.

Eleanor Kee 赵晓玲 (BBA Law 2002; LLB 2003)

“I started my university days at HKU when I was among the first batch of students in a mixed degree programme. At the end of four years, I graduated with a BBA(Law) and an LLB! I was initially interested in law because of my curiosity in the legal system. In Business School, I was introduced to the art of innovation. Being in one of the most prestigious programmes at HKU gave me the confidence and courage to start a fresh in a field I am very passionate about. My sister is a doctor of chiropractic in the US. This is an area which is relatively under-developed in Hong Kong. The result is that I am now at Palmer College of Chiropractic where I am receiving the best education in this branch of medicine. I look forward to returning home at the end of my studies to share the knowledge and skills I will acquire in the US.”

1963 – A Good Vintage Year!

Professor Frank C Heng (M BBS 1963), “After 40 years of medical practice, the Medical Class of 1963 has produced some of the most experienced doctors in Hong Kong. Our Class has produced two professors for the Faculty of Medicine of our University, one Professor of Surgery, Professor Frank C Heng and one Professor of Pathology, Professor Fai Ho. There are two past presidents of the Hong Kong Medical Association, namely Dr David Wong and Dr Raymond W u i. Verma classes can contact Dr Simon Wong for the next reunion dinner.

Peter Poon 潘天佑 (BSc 1965)

Dr Poon, Telecommunications and Massion Systems Manager at NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory, was ecstatic about the success of the Mars Exploration Rovers, Spirit and Opportunity. “Both rovers have completed their primary missions successfully, achieved their mission objectives, and are now earning extra credit by continuing the exploration of Mars in an extended mission”, he explained. Etched in his memory was the thrill of the first 3-D picture of Mars from Spirit’s cameras, explaining the results to journalists around the clock, and admiring the beautiful Martian landscape in pictures transmitted from Spirit and Opportunity. He emphasised that the mission success was due to excellent NASA teamwork, and he was grateful for the outstanding education he had received at HKU and the Queen Elizabeth School. He is already busy planning for a new Mars mission to be launched in 2009.

Eleanor Kee 赵晓玲 (BBA Law 2002; LLB 2003)

“I started my university days at HKU when I was among the first batch of students in a mixed degree programme. At the end of four years, I graduated with a BBA(Law) and an LLB! I was initially interested in law because of my curiosity in the legal system. In Business School, I was introduced to the art of innovation. Being in one of the most prestigious programmes at HKU gave me the confidence and courage to start a fresh in a field I am very passionate about. My sister is a doctor of chiropractic in the US. This is an area which is relatively under-developed in Hong Kong. The result is that I am now at Palmer College of Chiropractic where I am receiving the best education in this branch of medicine. I look forward to returning home at the end of my studies to share the knowledge and skills I will acquire in the US.”

1963 – A Good Vintage Year!

Professor Frank C Heng (M BBS 1963), “After 40 years of medical practice, the Medical Class of 1963 has produced some of the most experienced doctors in Hong Kong. Our Class has produced two professors for the Faculty of Medicine of our University, one Professor of Surgery, Professor Frank C Heng and one Professor of Pathology, Professor Fai Ho. There are two past presidents of the Hong Kong Medical Association, namely Dr David Wong and Dr Raymond W u i. Verma classes can contact Dr Simon Wong for the next reunion dinner.

Peter Poon 潘天佑 (BSc 1965)

Dr Poon, Telecommunications and Massion Systems Manager at NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory, was ecstatic about the success of the Mars Exploration Rovers, Spirit and Opportunity. “Both rovers have completed their primary missions successfully, achieved their mission objectives, and are now earning extra credit by continuing the exploration of Mars in an extended mission”, he explained. Etched in his memory was the thrill of the first 3-D picture of Mars from Spirit’s cameras, explaining the results to journalists around the clock, and admiring the beautiful Martian landscape in pictures transmitted from Spirit and Opportunity. He emphasised that the mission success was due to excellent NASA teamwork, and he was grateful for the outstanding education he had received at HKU and the Queen Elizabeth School. He is already busy planning for a new Mars mission to be launched in 2009.

Eleanor Kee 赵晓玲 (BBA Law 2002; LLB 2003)

“I started my university days at HKU when I was among the first batch of students in a mixed degree programme. At the end of four years, I graduated with a BBA(Law) and an LLB! I was initially interested in law because of my curiosity in the legal system. In Business School, I was introduced to the art of innovation. Being in one of the most prestigious programmes at HKU gave me the confidence and courage to start a fresh in a field I am very passionate about. My sister is a doctor of chiropractic in the US. This is an area which is relatively under-developed in Hong Kong. The result is that I am now at Palmer College of Chiropractic where I am receiving the best education in this branch of medicine. I look forward to returning home at the end of my studies to share the knowledge and skills I will acquire in the US.”

1963 – A Good Vintage Year!

Professor Frank C Heng (M BBS 1963), “After 40 years of medical practice, the Medical Class of 1963 has produced some of the most experienced doctors in Hong Kong. Our Class has produced two professors for the Faculty of Medicine of our University, one Professor of Surgery, Professor Frank C Heng and one Professor of Pathology, Professor Fai Ho. There are two past presidents of the Hong Kong Medical Association, namely Dr David Wong and Dr Raymond W u i. Verma classes can contact Dr Simon Wong for the next reunion dinner.

Peter Poon 潘天佑 (BSc 1965)

Dr Poon, Telecommunications and Massion Systems Manager at NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory, was ecstatic about the success of the Mars Exploration Rovers, Spirit and Opportunity. “Both rovers have completed their primary missions successfully, achieved their mission objectives, and are now earning extra credit by continuing the exploration of Mars in an extended mission”, he explained. Etched in his memory was the thrill of the first 3-D picture of Mars from Spirit’s cameras, explaining the results to journalists around the clock, and admiring the beautiful Martian landscape in pictures transmitted from Spirit and Opportunity. He emphasised that the mission success was due to excellent NASA teamwork, and he was grateful for the outstanding education he had received at HKU and the Queen Elizabeth School. He is already busy planning for a new Mars mission to be launched in 2009.

Eleanor Kee 赵晓玲 (BBA Law 2002; LLB 2003)

“I started my university days at HKU when I was among the first batch of students in a mixed degree programme. At the end of four years, I graduated with a BBA(Law) and an LLB! I was initially interested in law because of my curiosity in the legal system. In Business School, I was introduced to the art of innovation. Being in one of the most prestigious programmes at HKU gave me the confidence and courage to start a fresh in a field I am very passionate about. My sister is a doctor of chiropractic in the US. This is an area which is relatively under-developed in Hong Kong. The result is that I am now at Palmer College of Chiropractic where I am receiving the best education in this branch of medicine. I look forward to returning home at the end of my studies to share the knowledge and skills I will acquire in the US.”
Kan Yuet-wai 賴耀威 (MBBS 1958; DSc 1980; HonDSc 1987)

Our congratulations to alumnus Professor Kan Yuet-wai, world-famous haematologist, on having been awarded the Shaw Prize, described by those awarding it as the “Nobel Prize of the East.”

Professor Kan, currently a professor in the Department of Laboratory Medicine at the University of California, San Francisco, has won international recognition for his pioneering role in molecular medicine research. He also maintains close ties with Hong Kong and his alma mater as chairman of the Croucher Foundation and President of the Friends of the University of Hong Kong Ltd respectively.

The Shaw Prize is an international award managed and administered by The Shaw Prize Foundation based in Hong Kong. There are two prizes for Life Sciences and Medicine, and Professor Kan is one of the joint winners of the first prize for his work on DNA polymorphism and its influence on human genetics. The other half of the prize goes to Stanley N. Cohen of Stanford University and Herbert W. Boyer of the University of California, San Francisco, for their work on DNA cloning and genetic engineering.

For details on Professor Kan and the Shaw Prize: www.hku.hk/alumni/kanyuetwai
www.shawprize.org/

1963 – a Good Vintage Year!

Professor Frank C. Cheng (MBBS 1963). After 40 years of medical practice, the Medical Class of 1963 has produced some of the most experienced doctors in Hong Kong. Our class has produced two professors for the Faculty of Medicine of our University - one Professor of Surgery, Professor Frank C Cheng and one Professor of Pathology, Professor Faith Ho. Ho had a four years' stay in Hong Kong and a few professors overseas. We have two past presidents of the Hong Kong Medical Association, namely Dr David Wong and Dr Raymond Wu. O-versus classmates can contact Dr Simon Wong for the next reunion dinner.

Peter Poon 潘天佑 (BSc 1965)

Dr Poon, Telecommunications and Mission Systems Manager at NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, was ecstatic about the success of the Mars Exploration Rovers, Spirit and Opportunity. “Both rovers have completed their primary missions successfully, achieved their mission objectives, and are now earning extra credit by continuing the exploration of Mars in an extended mission”, he explained. Etched in his memory was the thrill of the first 3-D picture of Mars from Spirit's cameras, explaining the results to interested reporters around the clock, and admiring the beautiful Martian landscape in pictures transmitted from Spirit and Opportunity. He emphasised that the mission success was due to excellent NASA teamwork, and he was grateful for the outstanding education he had received at HKU and the Queen Elizabeth School. He is already busy planning for a new Mars mission to be launched in 2009.

Eleanor Kee 謝婉廸 (BBA 2002; LLB 2003)

“I started my university days at HKU where I was among the first batch of students in a mixed degree programme. At the end of four years, I graduated with a BBA(Aw) and an LLB. I was initially interested in law because of my curiosity in the legal system. In Business School, I was introduced to the art of innovation. Being in one of the most prestigious programmes at HKU gave me the confidence and courage to start a fresh in a field I am very passionate about. My sister is a doctor of chiropractic in the US. This is an area which is relatively underdeveloped in Hong Kong. The result is that I am now at Palmer College of Chiropractic where I am receiving the best education in this branch of medicine. I look forward to returning home at the end of my studies to share the knowledge and skills I will acquire in the US.”

Rebecca Lui 雷麗玲 (BA 2003)

Eyes on the Globe - My experience in India

“Traveling to see the world has always been my aspiration. Being on AIESEC’s committee as a freshman, I was selected to join its Internship Exchange Programme after my graduation and worked for the Women’s Coalition for Peace and Development in India - an NGO networking advocacy organisation mainly dealing with government policies on Children Rights. Learning opportunities are everywhere if you are willing to learn. I attended the International Development Congress, the 4th World Social Forum and also worked in Kalighat (House for Dying), one of the Many other places in India.”

Thanks to AIESEC for making my dreams come true. Everyone must have his or her own dream; otherwise, life will be meaningless. Just go for your dreams when your heart tells you to do so.”

1963 - a Good Vintage Year!

Professor Frank C. Cheng (MBBS 1963). After 40 years of medical practice, the Medical Class of 1963 has produced some of the most experienced doctors in Hong Kong. Our class has produced two professors for the Faculty of Medicine of our University - one Professor of Surgery, Professor Frank C Cheng and one Professor of Pathology, Professor Faith Ho. Ho had a four years' stay in Hong Kong and a few professors overseas. We have two past presidents of the Hong Kong Medical Association, namely Dr David Wong and Dr Raymond Wu. O-versus classmates can contact Dr Simon Wong for the next reunion dinner.

Peter Poon 潘天佑 (BSc 1965)

Dr Poon, Telecommunications and Mission Systems Manager at NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, was ecstatic about the success of the Mars Exploration Rovers, Spirit and Opportunity. “Both rovers have completed their primary missions successfully, achieved their mission objectives, and are now earning extra credit by continuing the exploration of Mars in an extended mission”, he explained. Etched in his memory was the thrill of the first 3-D picture of Mars from Spirit's cameras, explaining the results to interested reporters around the clock, and admiring the beautiful Martian landscape in pictures transmitted from Spirit and Opportunity. He emphasised that the mission success was due to excellent NASA teamwork, and he was grateful for the outstanding education he had received at HKU and the Queen Elizabeth School. He is already busy planning for a new Mars mission to be launched in 2009.

Eleanor Kee 謝婉廸 (BBA 2002; LLB 2003)

“I started my university days at HKU where I was among the first batch of students in a mixed degree programme. At the end of four years, I graduated with a BBA(Aw) and an LLB. I was initially interested in law because of my curiosity in the legal system. In Business School, I was introduced to the art of innovation. Being in one of the most prestigious programmes at HKU gave me the confidence and courage to start a fresh in a field I am very passionate about. My sister is a doctor of chiropractic in the US. This is an area which is relatively underdeveloped in Hong Kong. The result is that I am now at Palmer College of Chiropractic where I am receiving the best education in this branch of medicine. I look forward to returning home at the end of my studies to share the knowledge and skills I will acquire in the US.”

Rebecca Lui 雷麗玲 (BA 2003)

Eyes on the Globe - My experience in India

“Traveling to see the world has always been my aspiration. Being on AIESEC’s committee as a freshman, I was selected to join its Internship Exchange Programme after my graduation and worked for the Women’s Coalition for Peace and Development in India - an NGO networking advocacy organisation mainly dealing with government policies on Children Rights. Learning opportunities are everywhere if you are willing to learn. I attended the International Development Congress, the 4th World Social Forum and also worked in Kalighat (House for Dying), one of the Many other places in India.”

Thanks to AIESEC for making my dreams come true. Everyone must have his or her own dream; otherwise, life will be meaningless. Just go for your dreams when your heart tells you to do so.”

Ako Tomoko 阿古智子 (PhD 2003)

After graduation from HKU, Ako Tomoko worked and stayed in Beijing and met Shiroyama Hidemi 成山英美. They loved China and the Chinese culture so much that they decided to be the knot in a village in Shanxi Province. The wedding ceremony on January 26 was attended by both families from Japan and everyone from the Yangjiagou Village were in the streets celebrating with the couple. The local TV station interviewed the couple and filmed the proceedings.

Man Cheuk-fei 文焯非 (BA 1987) & Olivia Wong 黃小華 (BArch 1987; PC Psych 1993)

On becoming the parents of a bouncing 9 lb baby boy, Man Sing-hei 文盛飛 on April 2, 2004.

New Member of the Wong Family

Sophie Wong, daughter of O unnie and M onnie 1993, left and W ong M onnie 1994, right, was born on June 2, 2004. Congratulations also to the new grandparents W ong Ka-shung 王啟鴻 (BSc 1968; AdvDipEd 1987; MEd 1988) and Christina W ong 王縉芳 (MEd 1998).

Lilian Vrijmoed 葉麗平 (BSc 1971)

Professor in the Department of Biology and Chemistry at the City University of Hong Kong, Lilian is one of the Teaching Excellence Awards winners in 2003/04 of CityU. She was also awarded in 1997/98 and 1996/97.
Morrisonians
Sharing of hall life: at the gathering on May 7, the UMA’s Morrisonians, residents of Morrison Hall (1916-1968), met students including the President of HKU, Prof. Ho, and wardens from St. John’s College, University Hall and Wei Lun Hall, and exchanged stories with each other of hall life in the past and today.

Therese Shak 石樂思 (BA 1957; MA 1972; EdD 1982)
Therese, residing in England, visited the University in March, as she is back with Professor Cheng Kai-ming, doing a post-doctoral research, having obtained her doctoral degree from the University of British Columbia, Canada in 1989.

There was in charge of the Hong Kong Caritas Higher & Adult Education Service from 1969-91, having helped build 27 day- and evening-schools for adults as an alternative to the formal educational system. After moving to the UK in 1991, Therese helped to establish the Ming-Ai Association to establish links between Hong Kong, China, and the UK. Currently she is the Director of the Ming-Ai (London) Institute, the executive arm of the Association, and has built up connections with 13 provinces in China. The Institute is also one of the 11 associate colleges of Milestone University, and assists in running a BSc (Hons) Degree Programme in Traditional Chinese Medicine in the UK for non-Chinese as well as Chinese students.

Therese would be most happy to hear from old friends. Why not drop her a line?
She can be reached at t.shak@ming-ai.org.uk.

HKU Management Alumni Association (UMA)
The past-chairmen of UMA: from left Stan Cheung 程泰然 (DipManStud 1977; MBA 1981), the founding Chairman who for 30 years has been donating a gold coin each year as prize for the Association’s annual dinner; Calvin Fung 楊鈞 (DipMBA 1977; MBA 1983); Joseph Lam 梁漢明 (BSocSc 1987; MPA 1988); Louis Soon 隆善鎮 (DipMBA 1982; MBA 1985); with the Vice-Chancellor, Professor Amy Lau 劉愛麗 (Chair of Accounting, Faculty of Business & Economics, and Dr Maurice Tse 謝觀波 (BSc 1980), Associate Dean.

Henry Woo 胡國敬 (BA 1969)
Henry is the founder of the International Network for Economic Method (INEM). He has a close relationship with the Faculty of Business & Economics and the University as a whole. He travels frequently for his work in mainland China and is seen here at NingBo’s Gulou (寧波鼓樓).

Lo King-man 處莉文 (BA 1962)
King-man has years of experience in the performing arts and in university administration. He was the first local to head the Academy for Performing Arts (HKAPA) in 1993. He plans and directs, paints and draws cartoons. He has been pioneer in professional Western opera productions in Hong Kong since 1964 and has directed operas internationally. His coming production is Charles Gounod’s “Faust”. at the Grand Theatre of Hong Kong Cultural Centre, from September 16 to 20, 2004.

Alumni & friends working and staying in Beijing took some time off to have a dinner gathering: from left Peter Cheung 彭天健, then Deputy Director, the Office of the Government of HK SAR of the People’s Republic of China in Beijing, Tony Tai 邰偉業 (BScEng 1977), Director of Marketing, Greater China Group, IBM; Daniel Tam 唐國偉 (BScEng 1987), Sales Director at Nokia and wife Mabel Kwan 謝美玲 (BA 1986), Executive Director of Hong Kong Chamber of Commerce in China. Rico Chan 陳健明, Partner of Baker & McKenzie was also in attendance.

Raymond Yuen 袁力行 (BA 1967)
Raymond joined the Swire Group after his graduation and was relocated to Beijing in 1996. Raymond and his wife, Maria Ho 胡美玲 (BA 1967) enjoy living in Beijing where he is currently Director & General Manager cum Chief Representative of John Swire & Sons (China) Ltd.

Connecting Alumni in Two Cities:
Management Alumni Visiting Shanghai
In May, the HKU Management Alumni Society (UMA) had its first full trip to Shanghai. Since the introduction of the IMBA programme jointly offered by HKU and Fudan University in 1998, there are now hundreds of IMBA graduates in Shanghai. Besides these IMBA alumni, there are also other HKU graduates who have established themselves in this dynamic Mainland city.

The trip included visits of firms and its highlight was the Gala Dinner, which was held jointly with the Shanghai alumni, with Mr Colin Deng, Regional Director of Hong Kong Trade Development Council, as the guest speaker. “It was an invaluable learning experience for all of us,” reflected Betty Chuk 許碧心 (MBA 2003), chairlady of the organising committee.

In response to the fast growing number of alumni moving to Shanghai and the graduates of HKU-Fudan IMBA programme, the HKU-Shanghai Alumni Network was established in 2002. Regular activities are held.
Mr Clement Wong 王文德 (BSocSc 1987) clementwong@netcraft.com.hk
Ms Wendy Zhang 張敏銘 (IMBA 2001) zhangyw@sh163.net

Sarah Liao 廖秀芳 (BSocSc 1973; MPhil 1977, PhD 1985)
Secretary for the Environment, Transport and Works of the HK SAR, was Guest of Honour of the HKU Graduates Association Annual Dinner on June 26. The topic of her speech that evening was “Towards a Better Environment: An update on Environmental Protection Work in HK.”
Morrisonians
Sharing of hall life: at the gathering on May 7, the Morrisonians, residents of Morrison Hall (1916-1968), met students including the President of HKUST Chan Chun Sing, tutors and wardens from St. John's College, University Hall and Wei Lun Hall, and exchanged stories with each other of hall life in the past and today.

Therese Shak
Therese Shak (BA 1957; MA 1972; EdD 1982)
Therese, residing in England, visited HKU in March, as she is back with Professor Cheng Karmim, doing a postdoctoral research, having obtained her doctoral degree from the University of British Columbia, Canada in 1989.

Therese was in charge of the Hong Kong Cantis Higher & Adult Education Service from 1969-91, having helped build 27 day- and evening-schools for adults as an alternative to the formal educational system.

After moving to the UK in 1991, Therese helped to establish the Ming-Ai Association to establish links between Hong Kong, China, and the UK. Currently she is the Director of the Ming-Ai (London) Institute, the executive arm of the Association, and has built up connections with 13 provinces in China. The Institute is also one of the 13 associate colleges of Middlesex University, and assists in running a BSc (Honours) Degree Programme in Traditional Chinese Medicine in the UK for non-Chinese as well as Chinese students.

Therese would be most happy to hear from old friends. Why not drop her a line? She can be reached at t.shak@ming-ai.org.uk.

HKU Management Alumni Association (UMA)
The past chairman of UMA, from left Stan Cheung (BSocSc 1987), President of FINS Ltd, the founding Chairman who for 30 years has been donating a gold coin each year as prize for the Association’s annual dinner; Calvin Fung (DipManStud 1977; MBA 1988); Joseph Lam (DipManStud 1975; MA 1987); Louis Lo (DipManStud 1977; MBA 1988); with the Vice-Chancellor, Professor Amy Lau (Chair of Accounting, Faculty of Business & Economcis, and Dr Maurice Tsui (Chairman BSc 1980), Associate Dean.

Henry Woo
Henry is the founder of the International Network for Economic Method (INEM). He has a close relationship with the Faculty of Business & Economics and the University as a whole. He travels frequently for his work in mainland China and is seen here at Ningbo’s Gulou yesterday.

Lo King-man
Lo King-man (BA 1962)
Lo King-man has years of experience in the performing arts and in university administration. He was the first local to head the Academy for Performing Arts (HKAPA) in 1993. He plans and directs, paints and draws cartoons. He has been pioneer in professional Western opera productions in Hong Kong since 1964 and has directed operas internationally. His coming production is Charles Gounod’s “Faust”, at the Grand Theatre of Hong Kong Cultural Centre, from September 16 to 20, 2004.

Alumni & friends working and staying in Beijing took some time off to have a dinner gathering: (from left) Peter Cheung (BSocSc 1987); then Deputy Director, the Office of the Government of HSAR of the People’s Republic of China in Beijing; Tony Tai (BSc(Eng) 1977), Director of Marketing, Greater China Group, IBM; Daniel Tsen (BSc(Eng) 1987), Sales Director at Nokia and wife Mabel Kwan (BA 1986), Executive Director of Hong Kong Chamber of Commerce in China. Rico Chan, Partner of Baker & McKenzie was also in attendance.

Connecting Alumni in Two Cities:
Management Alumni Visiting Shanghai
In May, the HKU Management Alumni Society (UMA) had its first field trip to Shanghai. Since the introduction of the IMBA programme jointly offered by HKU and Fudan University in 1998, there are now hundreds of IMBA graduates in Shanghai. Besides these IMBA alumni, there are also other HKU graduates who have established themselves in this dynamic mainland city.

The trip included visits of firms and its highlight was the Gala Dinner, which was held jointly with the Shanghai alumni, with Mr Colin Deng, Regional Director of Hong Kong Trade Development Council, as the guest speaker. “It was an invaluable learning experience for all of us,” reflected Betty Chuk, Chairlady of the organising committee.

www.uma.org.hk

In response to the fast growing number of alumni moving to Shanghai and the graduates of HKU-Fudan IMBA programme, the HKU-Shanghai Alumni Network was established in 2002. Regular activities are held.
Mr C Clement Wang (BSocSc 1987), clementwang@netcraft.com.hk
Ms Wendy Zhang (BSc 2001) zhangyw@sh163.net

Sarah Liao
Secretary for the Environment, Transport and Works of the HSAR, was Guest of Honour of the HKU Graduates Association Annual Dinner on June 26. The topic of her speech that evening was “Towards a Better Environment: An update on Environmental Protection Work in HK.”
HKU Delegation to North America Alumni Chapters

In October/November 2004, a HKU delegation led by Vice-Chancellor Lap-Chee Tsui, will be visiting all five major alumni chapters in North America to meet with alumni and friends. Join us for an update on the developments at the University, as well as in Hong Kong and China.

KHUXAA
Northern California
Dr Bill MOK Chin Man
mok@hkuaa.com

KHUXAA
Southern California
Dr Shidy CHO W
chowsho@yahoo.com

KHUXAA New York
Mr Raymond Li
rally78@gbcentral.net

KHUXAA British Columbia
Dr Winkle Kwan
chair@hkuaa.bc.ca

KHUXAA of Ontario
Dr Dennis AU YEUNG
dennis.au-yeung@concordadex.com

Fun Ping-tong (left), Peter Yu (right) and Cheng Kaiming (2nd right) are all science graduates of 1966. They had a happy reunion during a recent Spring Banquet organised by the North California Alumni Chapter in San Francisco in mid-March. Mr Pun used to be a professor and a hardware dealer, now retired, while Professor Yu is teaching Physics at UC Berkeley, both St Johnians. The two young fellows in the middle are (from left) Albert Lam (BEng Information Engineering, year 3 student) and Jeffrey Lee (BBS year 4 student), both on exchange at UC Davis. They were invited by their Overseas Mentors (Bill Mok, President of the North California Alumni Chapter) to attend the Banquet. Albert will be graduating in 2006 (note the gap between the two generations!). Also looking on is Kitty Wong (2nd left) from HKU Alumni Office.

The directors of KHUXAAASC for the year 2004 - 2005.

Back, from left: Ken Wong (VP General Affairs), Simon Keung (Hon Treasurer), Philip Leung (VP General Affairs), Dr Winkle Kwan (Chair of the HKU Alumni Association, Southern California 2004 - 2005) and Paul Lo. Absent from photo: Frankie Leung (VP Legal & Public Relations), Victoria Jin (VP General Affairs), Sheila Chau (VP Financial Affairs), Phyllis Law (VP Webmaster), Joy Jie Yang (VP Liaison) and Raymond Li (VP Alumni Affairs).
HKU Delegation to North America Alumni Chapters

In October/November 2004, a HKU delegation led by Vice-Chancellor Lap-Chee Tsui, will be visiting all five major alumni chapters in North America to meet with alumni and friends. Join us for an update on the developments at the University, as well as in Hong Kong and China.

---

Directors of the HKU Alumni Association, Southern California 2004 - 2005 have been elected.
Congratulations to the office-bearers!

---

From left to right:
1. Albert Lam (MBBS year 3 student) and Dr Lillian Lee (MBBS 1970)
2. Dr Siow Kon-sang (MBBS 1982), Vice-Chancellor, Dr Andrew Woo (BA 1968), Mr Joseph Lee (MBBS 1971)
3. Mr George Sze (Bachelor of Business Administration 1993), Mr Kan Yuet-fai (MBBS 1953), Mr Kevin Tsung (MBBS 1955), Mrs Lily Siow, Mrs & Mr Stephen Ng (MBBS 1970)
4. Mrs Lee Yin-ling (MBBS 1972), Mr Paul Lo and Bill Mok
5. Dr Bill MOK Chin Man, Dr Roger Pang

---

Fun Ping-tong (left), Peter Yu (right) and Cheng Kaiming (2nd right) are all science graduates of 1966. They had a happy reunion during a recent Spring Banquet organised by the Northern California Alumni Chapter in San Francisco in mid-March. Mr Pun used to be a professor and a hardware dealer, now retired, while Professor Yu is teaching Physics at UC Berkeley, both St Johnians. The two young fellows in the middle are (from left) Albert Lam (BEng [Information Engineering] year 3 student) and Jeffrey Lee (MBBS year 4 student), both on exchange at UC Davis. They were invited by their Overseas Mentors (Bill Mok, President of the Northern California Alumni Chapter) to attend the Banquet. Albert will be graduating in 2006 (note the gap between the two generations). Also looking on is Kity Wong (2nd left) from HKU Alumni Office.

---

The directors of HKUAASC for the year 2004 - 2005.

Back, from left: K K Wong (VP General Affairs), Simon Keung (Hon Treasurer), Richard Wong (VP Alumni Affairs), Kai Leung Cheung (VP Program) (Front, from left): Kwan Ming Chan (Chairman), Karen Chan (Hon Secretary), Shody Chow (VP Development), Hon Chau (VP Membership), Richard Wong (VP Alumni Affairs), Kai Leung Cheung (VP Program) (Back, from left): Dr Bill MOK Chin Man, Dr Roger Pang, Albert Lam, Mr Dennis AU YEUNG and Paul Lo.

---

The former Vice-Chancellor, Professor Edmund Choi, is now Deputy Secretary for Education and Professor, and Sir Paul Tam, Vice-Chairman of the University Council, is now an active alumnus. In 1971, Mr Stephen Tsui (MBSc 1971, Vice-Chancellor), Professor Edmund Choi (MBSc 1967), Dr Lee Tat-yeung (BA 1976) and Mr Roy Lau (MBBS 1965) were all appointed to the honorary position of Vice-Chancellors. The current Vice-Chancellor, Professor John Wong, took over from Dr Goh Tiow-seng (MBSc 1982), Vice-Chancellor, Mr Andrew Au Yeung (MBSc 1953), Mr Kan Yuet-fai (MBBS 1953), Mr Kevin Tsung (MBBS 1955), Mrs Lily Siow, Mrs & Mr Stephen Ng (MBBS 1970).

---

Enjoying the family reunion is Kitty Wong (2nd left) from HKU Alumni Office.

---
A group of HKU Alumni and HKU Worldwide exchange students staying at Boston met a dinner gathering at the Harvard Faculty Club, Harvard University on April 15, 2004 with Professor Kan yuet-wai, President of Friends of HKU.

1. Professor Siu Yum-tong (BA 1964; DipSirSt 1965), wife of Professor Siu Yum-tong, teaches at the Social Work Department of W Hendrick College.
2. Professor Selina Wong (BA 1965; DipSirSt 1965), Visiting Professor, School of Education, Harvard University. Professor Selina Wong is the Director of the Educational Technology Program at Harvard University.
3. Professor Cheng Kai-ming (BA 1963) teaches at the Department of Mathematics, Harvard University, member of the US National Academy of Sciences and C.V. Starr Visiting Professor at HKU.
5. Dr. Stephen Louie (BA 1963, President of HKU Alumni Association in Victoria) and other members today.
6. Mrs. Connie Louie (BA 1965; DipEd 1966) is the Instructional Technology Director of Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

Alumni Spring Seminar

Over 90 alumni leaders of groups and classes joined the representatives from the Faculties, Libraries and Museum in the Senate Alumni on the Fairway

The first Annual Golf Day and Competition for the Challenge Cup of the HKU Alumni Association was held at the Hong Kong Golf Club in Fanling on April 29, where over 60 happy golfers got into the swing of the game!

Mary Rodrigues 塩紀丽 (BA 1967; Hon DSc 2004)

Mary Rodrigues was conferred the Honorary Doctor of Social Sciences by the University on March 18. HKU graduates gathered at a congratulatory party to share the joy of the former Chairman of HKU Convocation.

Principal of HKUGA COLLEGE

The "Hong Kong University Graduates Association Education Foundation" is committed to provide the best learning opportunities for our next generation. The HKUGA Primary School, our first project which was launched in 2002, has received reputable endorsement by the community, and has been highly commended by parents for its demonstrated achievements by its students. As a continuation of the endeavour, a secondary school, the HKUGA College, will be established in 2005 as part of the "Through-Train". An invitation is hereby tendered to distinguished candidates to apply for the post of Principal.

The College was established on four Fundamentals:

1. should have a vision about Education and share our Fundamentals;
2. should possess a recognized degree, professional qualifications, and sound experience in teaching;
3. should have demonstrated excellence in leadership, and have good relations with teachers, students, parents and the community at large.
4. should have global vision as well as profound knowledge of Eastern and Western cultures, and be proficient in both written Chinese, Putonghua and English;
5. should be well-informed in education reforms and proactive in introducing innovative pedagogies;
6. should be committed to life-long learning.

Applicants: * Integration of passion and professionalism * Integration of Eastern and Western Cultures
* Integration of school and family * Integration of school and society

Please send full curriculum vitae and an essay on "Education: My Vision" to the Chairman of HKUGAEF, c/o HKUGA Primary School, 9 Yee Shing Street, Chai Wan, Hong Kong by 15 August, 2004. Please state "Principalship Application" on the envelope. All information submitted will be used for recruitment purposes only and will be kept in strict confidence.
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A group of HKU Alumni and HKU WorldWide exchange students dined at Boston's Mandarin Dinner, at a gathering at the Harvard Faculty Club, Harvard University on April 15, 2004 with Professor Kan Yuet-wai, President of Friends of HKU.

1. Professor Siu Yum-tong  is teaches at the Department of Mathematics, Harvard University, member of the US National Academy of Sciences and C.V. Starr Visiting Professor at HKU.
2. Professor Selina Wong  teaches at the Social Work Department of Wenhua College.
3. Professor Cheng Kaiming  teaches at the Department of Mathematics, Harvard University, member of the US National Academy of Sciences and C.V. Starr Visiting Professor at HKU.
4. Mr. Poong Chisang  is the Principal Research Scientist at Harvard Medical Division of Health Sciences and Technology of Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
6. Mrs. Connie Louie  is the Instructional Technology Director of Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

Alumni Spring Seminar
Over 90 alumni leaders of groups and classes joined the representatives from the Faculties, Libraries and Museum in the Senate on April 3, 2004 for the first-ever Alumni Seminar. Chaired by Dr. Rosanna Wong, they discussed building up the University Family, gearing up for the Centennial Celebrations, as well as the role of the alumni in developing HKU as an intellectual hub and a premier institution.

Mary Rodrigues
Mary Rodrigues was conferred the Honorary Doctor of Social Sciences by the University on March 18. HKU graduates gathered at a congratulatory party to share the joy of the former Chairman of HKU Convocation.
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Please send full curriculum vitae and an essay on "Education: My Vision" to the Chairman of HKUGAEF, c/o HKUGA Primary School, 9 Yee Shing Street, Chai Wan, Hong Kong by 15 August, 2004. Please state "Principalship Application" on the envelope. All information submitted will be used for recruitment purposes only and will be kept in strict confidence.